Abstract. The recursive formulation of the Tau method is extended to the case of systems of ordinary differential equations, and an error analysis is given.
1. Introduction. Interest in the Tau method (see [2] , [3] , [5] ), for a long time regarded only as a tool for the construction of accurate approximations of a very restricted class of functions, has been enhanced by the availability of software for its computer implementation and by the possibility of using it in the numerical solution of complex nonlinear differential equations over extended intervals. The approximation of the solution of such type of equations is achieved as a result of finding Tau approximants of a sequence of problems defined by linear differential equations. Details of this technique are given in [6] .
The subject of this paper is the extension of Ortiz' recursive formulation of Lanczos' Tau method [5] to the case of systems of differential equations and, more particularly, to its error analysis for such systems.
Our error estimation technique is applied to three model examples for which the exact solution is readily available. It is discussed in general and with more detail when applied to the first of these examples. For the second example we show how to get upper and lower error bounds; we then compare these bounds with those given by Meinardus [4] for the best uniform approximation of each of the components of the vector solution by algebraic polynomials, to find that they are asymptotically equivalent. The third example is a differential equation with variable coefficients and a nonempty subspace of residuals; see [5] .
Results of numerical experiments on the use of the Tau method for the approximate solution of systems of ordinary differential equations, with particular reference to stiff systems, are reported in [8] . The problems discussed in this paper can also be considered in the framework of simultaneous approximation of a function and its derivatives with the Tau method; see [1] .
(O 2. Recursive Formulation of the Tau Method for Systems of Ordinary Differential Equations. Without loss of generality we shall consider systems of order two. Let us consider the system which is equivalent to the general second order differential equation with variable coefficients y"(x) + ax(x)y'(x) + a0(x)y(x) = Q, yiO) = A,y'iO) = B,0<x^r< oo, where a0ix) and axix) are polynomials or sufficiently close uniform approximants of given functions by polynomials. Such approximations can be derived by using the Tau method itself, that is the approach followed in practical applications. If we set zix) = -y\x), (1) may be reposed as a system of first order differential equations which, in matrix form is
For the matrix operator D we introduce a sequence of canonical polynomials Q = {Q"(x)}, where each element Q"(x) = (Ql'v'-x). Q("2)(*)} is a vector such that 0 DQ?(x) 0 R^i» and DQ("2) = + R<"2>(x); R(P(x), R<2)(;c) C Rs, the subspace of residual vectors associated with D. If no gaps exist in the sequence Q, then Rs = 0. It is easy to verify that the properties of canonical polynomials discussed in Theorems 3.1-3.3 of Ortiz [5] are also valid in the vectorial case. From the point of view of the effective construction of approximate solutions of systems of ordinary differential equations with the Tau method, the fact that there exist a simple recursive relation between the vector canonical polynomials of Q is of importance. Such a self-starting recursive relation is constructed, as in the case of one variable, on the basis of generating polynomials; see [5] . In the case a0(x) = l/x2, ax(x) = l/x, they have the following form:
Thus, for n 3* 0, and Q-'H*)
We would be interested in the solution y on some compact interval J, say / = [0,1 ], to the system (2) . If the recursive formulation of the Tau method is used to find an approximate solution, it will have the form of a pair of polynomials: y"ix) = [y"ix), znix)]T, which solve exactly the perturbed system (3)
where t/^H^jc), i = 1,2, is usually a linear combination of Chebyshev or Legendre polynomials. The parameters t/"' are fixed so that the supplementary conditions (4) yniO) = [A,-B)T are satisfied exactly. The choice of the shifted Chebyshev polynomials in the right-hand side of (3) implies that the image De" of the error e" = y" -y has a balancing behavior in each of its components.
The error vector may be measured by any lp sum of the individual 1 norms of its components, for 1 =£ p < oo. However, our interest lies in the double or vectorial If we set T(n) = [t¡"\ r¡n)]T, and T*(Q) = c0"»Q0 + • • • +4*}QH(x), we can represent the approximating vector solutions by y" = T(n)7^(Q). The form of the solution when Rs ¥= 0 follows from the argument given by Ortiz in [5] . An example is discussed in Section 4. The independence of the vector canonical polynomials from the interval J, in which the solution is sought, makes it possible to apply to systems the step by step technique discussed by Ortiz in [7] for the case of a single equation.
If the steps are of constant length h, the same expression y" will be needed in each step: only the T-terms will require updating. In both cases we could say that the integration formula used in each step is specifically designed for the given operator D by our Tau technique.
3. The Case of Constant Coefficients. With the perturbed system (3) we are computing the exact solution [y", zn]T of
with the original and derived initial conditionsyni0) = A, z"(0) = -B, (6) ä'(0) = r2<">7?(0) + B; z'"(0) = -r¡"%*(0) + a0A + axB.
From (5)
By repeated differentiation and back substitution, we find, assuming A = 1, B = 0, and n = 4,
Likewise, from
We solve these two equations for t,(4) and t2(4>. In Table I we illustrate the result for particular values of a0 and ax. For a general prescription for r{"\ t2(b) we take the rth derivative of Eq. (7), r = 0,1,... ,n, and multiply through by (1/A,)r+1, /' = 1,2, where A,, A2 are distinct roots of the characteristic equation; they may be complex conjugates.
With each system i -1,2, we add all the equations together, making use of the fact that (1/A,y+,[1 + a^l/X,) + a0(l/A,)2] = 0 to reduce the system. We shall use the following expansion for T*(x):
Hence r"*""(0) = 22"~'«!; r*'^"(0) = 22"~'«!(-{-). For 2 =£ £ « « we have
(0) = 22n-'n! Theorem 1. Suppose X'2 -A', ¥= 0 for t = r and t = pir), 0 < t < n + 1, where pir) is the first preceding integer to r satisfying the stated inequality. Necessarily pir) is either r -1 or r -2. Then if which is equal to -1 at t = x. The solution of (7) Integrating by parts in (13) and using these bounds, we find that for all 0 < x < 1 :
H{x,t) \gA*) Using the positivity of eXt, X2eXl and the convexity of XeXx, A > 0, the result follows. For n = 4, with the same examples as in Table I , we obtain the following results: Table II Upper bounds for the components of the error vector For n odd the bounds should be interchanged.
Proof. From (9) and (10) We shall now restrict ourselves to the case of n being even, as the treatment for n odd is similar. We shall set Pin) = <f>(/i)(l + 0(1/«)). For a, = 0, a0 = 1, (14) and (15) take the following form: 
To find a lower bound for lk2n)(*)ll consider e2"\xn/2) where x"/2 -» {. This time f "/2cos(x"/2 -t)T*{t)dt > cos{xn/2)2sm{'n/2n)<t>in/2'!T + 0(1)) {oes({)P(n),
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use We shall employ an extra condition to make the coefficient of Qq'^jc) identically equal to zero in the expression of y"(x;). Let us now develop our Tau solution analytically, using the Green's function. Two linearly independent solutions of the homogeneous version of (19) are given by u(x) = x'/2yi/3(2x3/2/3), v(x) = x'/2/_1/3(2x3/2/3).
Let kix, t), Wit) and 4>ix,t) be defined as before. From the relationships j;(t)=jp_xit) -(P/t)jp(t), j;it) = (p/t)Jp(t)-jp+x(t)
we obtain, respectively, u'(x) = x/_2/3(2x3/2/3), v'ix) = -xJ2/3(2x^2/3), The solution of (21) is y"(x) = cxuix) + c2vix) -T<")r"*(0)<i,(x,0) + jT ^^-dt, where G(x, t)=[l+ r¡"X+i(t) + ^Tj(t)}kix, t) -r^Tt(t)jtk(x, t).
We deduce, as in Section 2, that *■(*>-*'> =/0 w(o) dt-
On the other hand, one readily obtains from (22) z"ix)-zix)=ft[y"it)-yit)] dt -fU'^M + r¡"%(t)] dt.
We now find upper bounds for the error function in terms of the tau-terms. From the expansion J(z) =\z/2f 0F{(p + 1; -z2/4)/T(p + 1) we obtain, for real t,
